Control Technology

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
NAVIGATOR F O R GDCn A N D ACS S Y S T E M P L A T F O R M S
Full integration of all manual
controls along with automatic
functions for all extrusion
applications (blown film, cast,
sheet, profile, pipe, wire & cable).
Electromechanical switches and
actuators are replaced by a touch
screen system, where appropriate.

System can be configured to suit
each application.
Individual drives can be linked
together for coordinated start up
or ramp rate change.

The NAVIGTOR complete machine control system is a modular option to
the GDCn or ACS system platforms. It converts the standard discrete line
control system into a full machine management package.
Designed with line rebuilds in mind, the system seamlessly integrates
the complete production hardware including drives, blowers, temperature
controls and sizing hardware into a single intuitive touch screen display.
This allows the operator the ability to adjust all the line functions from one
operating point.
The standard display format reduces the need for extensive operator
training and provides standard interface independent of the original
machine manufacturer's design. It can be customized for a given line
specification.

NAVIGATOR can be linked to the
customers own relays or supplied
as a pre-wired cabinet.
Optional integration of existing
temperature controls or total
replacement of new cabinets.
Extensive warranty and technical
support.
Integrated dial up support.
customer to supply telephone
line ( analog or ISDN ).

Safety functions are applied to all drives with the ability of controlled start
up and shut down sequences. All ranges of I/O including digital & analog
inputs & outputs, all standard communication protocols to Programmable
Logic Controllers or other Computers are available.
The system can be supplied with fully integrated PID temperature controls
(up to 128 zones as standard) with direct analog input of temperatures via
T/C's and control of heating power and cooling via SSR (Solid State
Relays).
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Straightforward display screen makes co-extrusion easy to manage and reduces costly mistakes

Top of the screen
display production
overview.

Printer, screen
cleaning, alarm
access, target
entry

Numeric pad with
cursor control for
target entry functions
Production line
statistics, line
control push
buttons plus all
other user defined values are
displayed in the
main section

Screen selection
touch fields

Function
dependent screen
selections

Integrated Temperature Control
The ACS or GDCn will support the integration with the
model ETR temperature controller, giving the user a full
graphical display of target and actual temperatures by zone.
The ETR also monitors sensor faults and heater band
failure, with temperature related alarms also displayed via
the system screen.
The ETR system is fully modular with expansion up to 128
zones per controller.
Additionally, other analog values such as melt pressure and
temperature can be connected for display and logging purposes
via a standard CAN Bus network, reducing the amount of
cabling required.
Control of extruder temperature and cooling is via Solid State
Relays (SSR) for proportional control of heating and cooling
delivering a consistent temperature profile.
Current output values are displayed showing the percent of
power on time. An option to monitor the 3 phase power input is
available which alarms when one phase is lost.
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The NAVIGATOR option to the ACS transforms
the system to a fully integrated line control device
with all motors and adjustable devices from the
large 19” TFT touch screen system.
The system can be configured with a remote TFT
panel with processor and I/O modules along with
temperature controls and SSR mounted in a
cabinet away from the main extrusion area.
The photos are from a 12 zone mono extrusion
line with full line control functions and temperature
controls. The line is also equipped with the
PLAST-CONTROL K 400U Magicflow air ring
system.

SSR relays for heating and cooling
Input cards for speed signal inputs
Relay interface to customers devices
ACS main processor module.
Measurement I/O handling ( MIO unit )

ETR Temperature Controller
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